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“By the law of Periodical Repetition, everything that has happened must happen again and again and again-and not capriciously, but at
regular periods, and each thing in its own period, not another’s and each obeying its own law. The eclipse of the sun, the occultation of
Venus, the arrival and departure of comets, the annual shower of the stars-all these things hint to us that the same Nature which delights
in periodical repetition in the skies is the same Nature which orders the affairs of the earth. Let us not underrate the value of that hint.”
Mark Twain.
As many of you will know, I am an avid disciple of W. D. Gann. Indeed, Mr. Gann was one of the greatest proponents of financial cycles.
Unfortunately he never divulged his mastery of cycles, writing, “It is not my aim to explain the cause of cycles. The general public is not
ready for it and probably would not understand it or believe it.” Tunnel Through the Air, P. 78
Well, I am about to share with you my discovery of secular, long term, intermediate term and short term cycles in the investment markets.
I am confident that when you have concluded your reading that you will understand that all financial markets are governed by different and
interrelated natural time cycles. This comprehension should enable you to make appropriate and timely investment decisions.
A. Secular Cycles
Perhaps, the most important discovery that I have made with regard to different investment market cycles is that they occur within the
confines of the long wave economic cycle seasons (I have been writing about the Long Wave Cycle since 1998). Stocks, bonds, gold,
commodities and real estate experience their own unique bull and bear market cycles during the seasons. Each of these seasons lasts
approximately a quarter of a complete 60+ years Long Wave Cycle, or 15 to 20 years. Thus, the bull and bear market cycles, at a minimum
that last a complete season (15 to 20 years), bullish or bearish, are called secular markets.
Stock markets and the gold price experience their secular bull and bear markets in opposite long wave seasons. Stock prices are bullish
in the spring, the price of gold is bearish; stocks are bearish in the summer, gold is bullish; stock prices are very bullish in the autumn, the
gold price is very bearish; stock prices are very bearish in the winter, the prices of gold and gold stocks are very bullish. Stock markets
and gold and gold stock prices complete two bull and two bear secular markets, opposite to each other, during one full Long Wave Cycle.
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Similar to stock markets and the prices of gold and gold equities, the bond market and commodity markets experience their bull and bear
secular markets opposite to each other, but unlike stock markets and the gold price, the bond market and commodities experience two
consecutive bullish or bearish secular markets. This means that bonds and commodities only experience one bull and one bear market
during each long wave cycle. Bonds are bearish in the spring, commodities are bullish; bonds are very bearish in the summer, commodities are very bullish, bonds are bullish in the autumn, commodities are bearish, bonds are very bullish at least in the early winter,
commodities are very bearish in winter.
Real estate is unique in that it experiences three consecutive bullish secular markets in spring, summer and autumn and one seasonal
secular bear market in the winter.
These secular Bull and Bear markets are shown in the schematic on the previous page.
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The best way to understand how stocks and the gold price undergo secular bull and bear markets in opposite seasons is to review the
Dow Jones Industrial Average /Gold price ratio. This ratio is the value of the DJIA divided by the price of an ounce of gold. When the value
of the Dow is outperforming the price of an ounce of gold, as in Spring and Autumn, the ratio will begin from a low at the beginning of the
long wave season and reach a high at the end of the season. Conversely, when the price of an ounce of gold is outperforming the value
of the DJIA, as in summer and winter, the ratio will move from a high value at the beginning of the season to an extreme low value at the
end of the season. These extreme high or low values are indicative of a change from one season to the next.
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It doesn’t pay to remain bullish or bearish throughout the entire period of these secular bull and bear markets, because there will be some
sizable price reversals to the secular trend. You don’t want to get caught riding the trend during these reversals, which could prove costly.
How do we know when these corrections are likely to occur? Well, I am confident that I have discovered the answer.
B. Long Term Cycles
Within the 16 to 20 year secular cycle bull and bear markets there are usually four and a half long term cycles. These long term bull/bear
or bear/bull cycles generally last 4-5 years. In bullish secular markets the bullish phase of the long term cycle can be as much as 70% and
the bearish phase 30% of the total time of one complete long term cycle. In bearish secular markets, the opposite is likely, with the bear
portion of the long term cycle taking longer to complete than the bullish phase.
In Bullish secular markets each successive long term cycle generally makes higher high prices and higher low prices. In bearish secular
markets the opposite is true, each long term cycle usually makes lower price highs and lower price lows than the previous long term cycle.
The half cycle always occurs at the end of the secular bull or bear cycle. A bullish secular cycle starts from a price low and ends on a
price high, which is the bullish phase of the fifth long term cycle. Since secular bull markets start from a price low, each long term cycle is
measured from price low to price low. A bearish secular cycle starts from a price high and ends on a price low, which is the bearish phase
of the 5th.long term cycle. Thus, in bearish secular markets each long term cycle is measured from price high to price high.
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Here’s the schematic. “Ah,” you say, “it’s all very well to draw this pretty picture, but do market price cycles really conform to such a pattern?” Well, they do!
In the following chart, the secular bull market of the Dow Jones Industrial Average starts from a secular bear market low of 770 points
in August 1982 and is completed by the January 2000 price peak of 11,909 points. Because we are studying a secular bull market, long
term cycle markets are measured from bear market low to bear market low. Each successive long term cycle makes a higher high price
and a higher low price than the preceding long term cycle. The second cycle last only three years, but the average length for the four
complete cycles is 4.25 years. The price peak at the top of the bullish phase of the fifth long term cycle in January 2000 completes the
DJIA secular bull market.
This huge autumn secular stock bull market 1982-2000 saw the Dow Jones Industrials Average gain a little more than 1,500%.
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Now, let’s examine the secular gold price bear market that occurred over approximately the same period as did the autumn stock secular
bull market, which we have just reviewed.
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The price of gold bullion reached its secular bull market peak (1966-1980) at $850.00 (U.S.) per ounce in January 1980 at the end of the
long wave cycle summer. From that point, the price of gold began its autumn secular bear market which lasted until July 1999, when the
price reached a low of $253.00 (U.S.) per ounce. Since the secular bear market started from a price high, January 1980- $850.00 (U.S.),
the long term cycles are measured from high price to high price. These four long term cycles average just over 4 years. The conclusion
of the secular bear market was reached at the bottom of the half cycle in July 1999 when the price of gold reached $253.00 (U.S.) per
ounce. The entire 1980 to 1999 secular bear market amounted to a 70% loss in the price of gold bullion.
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On Page 3, I have shown a chart of the Dow/Gold ratio going back to 1896, which was used to demonstrate that a secular bull market
in stocks is always accompanied by a secular bear market in the price of gold as in the Long Wave Cycle spring 1949-1966 and autumn
1982-2000. Conversely, a secular bear market in stocks is always accompanied by a secular bull market in gold as in summer 1966-1980
and winter 2000-2020?
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We will examine the chart of this ratio from the start of the current secular bear market, which occurred at the end of the long wave cycle
autumn in July 1999, when the ratio reached a record price peak of 44.79. (It required the price of 44.79 ounces of gold to buy the value
of the Dow Jones Industrial Average). The following chart shows three completed long term cycles and a half complete cycle with the bear
portion of the long term cycle (approximately 2 -2.5 years) still to unfold.
We know that during secular bear markets, each long term cycle invariably makes lower high prices and lower low prices than the previous cycle. That is clearly evident in this chart. Thus, we can anticipate that the developing long term cycle low will make a value lower
than the previous long term cycle low (5.78 -22 Aug 2011). With this in mind we should be able to predict with a fair degree of accuracy
what this low might be.
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I have calculated the percentage difference between the lowest value in long term cycle 1, 20.90, and the lowest value in long term cycle
2, 11.12; the difference between the two is 53%. Then, I have calculated the percentage difference between the low value of 11.12 made
in long term cycle 2 and the low value 5.78 attained at the end of the bear phase in long term cycle 3. This amounts to a 52% difference.
The percentage differences are remarkably similar and the average of the two is 52.5%. Thus, the projected ratio low for the end of the
bear phase in long term cycle 4, which is anticipated to occur in early 2017, is 3/1 (52.5% X 5.78).
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We can perform a similar exercise to determine what might be the price of gold at the end of the bullish phase of the 4th long term cycle,
which commenced from the 3rd cycle ending low at the end of June 2013.
Shown below is a monthly spot gold price chart depicting the onset of the secular bull market, starting from the secular gold bear market
low price of $251.70 (U.S.) in August 1999. There are three complete long Term cycles within the ongoing gold secular bull market with
the bullish phase of the 4th long term cycle having just started.
Monthly Price Chart-Spot Gold Price

Chart-Thomson Reuters
The first long term cycle started at the same time and price as the start of the secular bull market following the end of the gold secular bear
market in August 1999. In that month the price of gold reached a secular bear market low of $251.70 (U.S.). The price of gold reached
the 1st bull phase peak in January 2004 at $430.50 (U.S.), which is 71% above $251.70 (U.S.). The bear phase, which completed the
first long term cycle lasted into May 2004 with the price of gold making its 1st. long term cycle bear phase low of $371.00 (U.S.); 14%
below the long term cycle high price.
The 2nd. long term cycle commenced from the 1st. long term cycle ending price low of $371.00 (U.S.) in May 2004. The bullish phase
peak of the cycle was reached when the price of gold reached $1,030.30 (U.S.) in May 2008. The percentage gain from low price to high
price amounted to 178%. The bear phase of the 2nd long term cycle was completed in October 2008 when the price of gold reached
$680.80 (U.S.), which was 34% below the cycle high price.
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The 3rd. long term cycle started from the 2nd. long term bear market phase price low of $680.80 (U.S.), which was reached in October
2008. The price peak ending the bullish phase of the 3rd. long term cycle attained $1,920.30 (U.S.) in September 2011. This amounted
to a percentage price gain of 182%, which was virtually the same percentage price gain experienced during the bullish phase of the 2nd.
long term cycle. The completion of the bearish phase of the 3rd. cycle was reached at a gold price low of $1,181.48 (U.S.) in June 2013.
This amounted to a 38% fall in prices from the 3rd. long term cycle bull market price peak.
The 4th. long term cycle commenced in June 2013 from the bear market low of $1,181.48 (U.S.), which ended the 3rd. long term cycle.
To project the gold price at the end of the bullish phase of the 4th. long term cycle, I will use the average of the percentage gains from low
to high in the second cycle and low to high in the third long term cycle. I have done this because these two percentages are almost equal
to one another, and there is generally symmetry in cycles. The percentage gain from low to high in the 2nd. long term cycle was 178%
and the percentage gain in the 3rd. long term cycle was 182%. The projected gain for this bullish phase of the 4th. long term cycle is the
average of these two gains or 180%. Thus, the projected high for the 4th. long term cycle is $1,181.41 (U.S.) plus $2,225 (U.S.) (180%
of $1,181.41) = $3,306.00 (U.S.).
The projected gold price high of $3,300 (U.S.) should be attained sometime in early 2017. Since we have projected a Dow/Gold ratio of 3
by approximately early 2017 and a gold price of $3,300.00 (U.S.) per ounce by about the same time we can project that the DJIA will be
of 9.900 points at that time (The Dow/Gold ratio of 3/1, X the price of gold -$3,300.00 (U.S.) per equals 9,900 DJIA points). We are not
that confident in that prediction and later we will tell you why that is so.
It will be interesting to see how the price of gold shares will respond to this $3,300.00 (U.S.) projected price of gold. With this in mind, we
will evaluate the chart of the HUI (Gold Bugs) Index.
HUI Gold Bugs Index Monthly Chart

Chart-Thomson Reuters
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The secular bull market for gold shares, here identified by the HUI, Gold Bugs Index, started from a secular bear market low in May 2000
at $35.51. This, too, was the commencement of the 1st. long term cycle.
The 1st. long term cycle high price was reached in December 2003 at $258.60 (U.S.) and the conclusion of the 1st. long term cycle was
reached in May 2005 when the HUI price reached a price low of $165.71.
The 2nd. long term cycle started from the first cycle low of $165.71 in May 2005. The long term cycle high was reached in March 2008
with the HUI priced at $519.68. The cycle low occurred in October 2008 at a price of $150.27, which was during the height of the financial
crisis, and as a result lower than the 1st. cycle low.
The 3rd. long term cycle started from the low of the 2nd long term cycle ($150.27) and reached the cycle peak in September 2011 at
$639.59 (U.S.). the 3rd. long term cycle was completed in June 2013, when the HUI reached a price low of $206.68.
Unfortunately, there is very little symmetry in the HUI price action between the long term cycles high and low prices. This makes it virtually
impossible to project a continuation of a price pattern that has been established in the previous three Long Term Cycles.
So, what I have done in this case is to establish the price relationship between the price of Gold and the HUI in each of the three preceding
the Long Wave Cycle peaks. In Cycle 1 In January 2004 the price of gold peaked at $430.50 (U.S.) and the HUI value at that time was
258, which amounted to 60% of the value of the gold price. In the 2nd. long term cycle the price of gold peaked at $1,030.80 (U.S.) in
March 2008 and the value of the HUI at that time was 519.68, which amounted to 50% of the price of gold. In the 3rd. Long Wave Cycle
the price of gold reached its cycle high peak in September 2011 at $1,920.30 (U.S.). The value of the HUI peaked in the same month at
638.59, which is equal to 30% of the price of gold.
Thus I have, conservatively, reckoned that the value of the HUI at the end of the bullish phase of the 4th. long term cycle will be 30% (The
lowest of the three percentage differences) that of the price of gold ($3,300 U.S.) or 990 points, which is equal to an increase of 55% over
the 3rd. long term cycle high of $639.59.
We have demonstrated, I hope convincingly, that the various secular investment cycles, lasting approximately 18 -20 years start and end
in conjunction with the long wave seasons. Within these secular long wave seasonal bull or bear markets there are four and a half long
term cycles lasting approximately four to five years for each complete cycle and half that time for the final half cycle.
C. Intermediate and Short Term Investment Cycles.
But there’s more, operating within these long term cycles there are intermediate and short term cycles. “In every law of nature there is a
major and a minor; a positive, a negative and a neutral. Therefore, in cycles there must be a lesser, a greater and intermediate cycle, or
cycles within cycles. Like Ezekiel says; ‘Wheel within a Wheel.” W. D. Gann.
Understanding this should allow us to pinpoint the location within the long term cycle of any investment.
Below is a schematic that I have prepared showing the relationship that invariably exists between the intermediate and short term cycles
within the long term cycle. Like the long term cycle, Intermediate and short term cycles always start and end at the beginning and end
of the Secular bull or bear markets, except, of course, there are more complete intermediate cycles and even more complete short term
cycles existing within both the long term cycle and within the secular cycle. In the bullish phase of the long term cycle there are two and
a half intermediate term cycles and in the bearish phase of the long term cycle there are one and a half intermediate term cycles. Short
term cycles, measured by daily price charts, experience two and a half cycles in each intermediate trending price movement and one
and half cycles during each intermediate counter trend price movement. Similar to long term cycles, each intermediate and short term
complete cycle is measured from low price to low price during Secular bull markets, because the secular bull market starts from a price
low. In secular bear markets each complete intermediate and short term cycle is measured from price high to price high, because secular
bear markets start from a price high.
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The intermediate cycle, which in this schematic is detailed in blue, moves in 5 waves during the bullish phase of the long term cycle (1up,
2 down,3 up, 4 down and 5 up), equaling two and a half cycles. During the bearish phase of the long term cycle, the intermediate bearish phase completes 3 waves (1 down, 2 up and 3 down), which amounts to one and a half cycles. During the bullish phase of the cycle
the ascending moves usually last considerably longer than the corrective descending moves. During the bear phase, the time taken to
complete the down move usually lasts about twice the time of the counter trend rally (2).
Below, I show the intermediate or weekly price chart of the HUI. This chart commences with the start of the 3rd. long term cycle in October
2008 and ends at the completion of that 3rd. long term cycle in June 2013. You can clearly see the 5 waves (3 up and 2 down), or two and
a half complete intermediate cycles during the bullish phase of the long term cycle and the 3 waves (2 down and 1 up) equal to one and
a half cycles, during the bearish phase. The rising price moves (1, 3, and 5) in the bullish phase average 45 weeks, although the move
from corrective Wave 4 to the price peak at Wave 5 is truncated. The corrective price moves (2 and 4) each last only 9 and 7 weeks. The
entire move for the bullish phase lasts a total of 151 weeks or 2.9 years.
In the bearish phase of the cycle the first downward move in prices (1) lasts 36 weeks and the counter trend rally (2) lasts 18 weeks. This
move is followed by the final downward move in prices, which lasts 39 weeks. The counter trend rally lasts a half of the time of descending
price moves. The bear phase lasts 93 weeks or 1.8 years.
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These times may be used as a guide to access how far along we are within any of the intermediate phases. For example, the 4th. HUI
long term cycle commenced with the end of the 3rd. long term cycle at the end of June 2013. The 1st. intermediate cycle with this 4th.
long term cycle also started from the same time. Thus, as of the end of October 2013, the 1st. bullish phase of the intermediate cycle,
price has increased by about 20% in 19 weeks of the potential 45 weeks we might expect before we experience the first significant correction. (See 1 to 2 in the chart below).
HUI (Gold Bugs) Index Weekly (Intermediate) Chart.

Chart-Thomson Reuters
Daily price charts are used to evaluate short term cycles. We know that during the bullish phase of the long term cycle there are two and
a half intermediate term cycles and during the bearish phase of the long term cycle there are one and a half intermediate cycles. Let us
now examine how the short term cycles interrelate with the intermediate cycles.
The following chart depicts the HUI daily price chart (Short Term Cycle) from the onset of the bullish phase of the 3rd. long term cycle
commencing in October 2008 priced at $150.27 and ending with the termination of the bullish phase in September 2011 priced at $638.59.
There are two and a half short term cycles (1 up, 2 down, 3 up, 4 down and 5 up) in each of the two intermediate price ascending moves
and one and a half short term cycles (a, b and c) in the intermediate counter trend price moves, which would be 2 and 4 on the intermediate chart (See above).
The final short term price high ends at the same time and the same price as does the final intermediate half cycle peak and the conclusion of the long term cycle bullish phase.
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HUI Gold Bugs Index daily chart showing short term cycles contained within the 3rd long term cycle bullish phase. The final 5
wave move is truncated similar to the intermediate final price move.

The next chart depicts the HUI short term cycles operating within the bear phase of the 3rd. long term cycle from 09/09/11 when the HUI
reached its 3rd cycle bull phase price peak at $638.59 to the termination of the bear phase on 06/26/13 at a price of $206.66.
HUI Gold Bugs Index daily chart, showing short term cycles contained within the 3rd long term cycle bearish phase.

Charts-Thomson Reuters
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As in the bullish long term cycle phase there are two and a half short term cycles (1 down, 2 up, 3 down 4 up and 5 down=two and half
cycles) during each intermediate cycle price move to the downside and one and a half cycles (a up, b down and c up), which coincide with
intermediate cycle counter trend rally.
Earlier, I projected prices to the end of the 4th. long term cycle bullish phase for gold-$3,300 (U.S.) per ounce and the HUI- $990.00 and
for the completion of the 4th. long term cycle bearish phase for the Dow/Gold ratio-3/1.
By using the relationship of the intermediate cycles within the long term cycle it is possible to project a price path to these Long Wave Cycle price projections. I’ll do that for the projected gold price of $3,300 (U.S.) per ounce and the anticipated future value of the HUI at $990.
In the previous two long term gold price cycles, the average duration of each bullish intermediate advance has been 59 weeks with an
average price gain of 59% and the average duration of each countertrend price correction has been 7.5 weeks with an average price loss
of 14.75%. I realize that using averages will not be that precise, but it will at least give us some guidance as to how prices will advance
over the next three plus years to the objective gold price high of $3,300 (U.S.) per ounce. I am only using the two previous long term cycles
to make my projections, because I used these two cycles to determine my gold price projection of $3,300 (U.S.) per ounce at the end of
the bullish phase of the 4th long term cycle. Please refer back to how I came to that conclusion. (See P. 9)
Projected 4th long term cycle bullish phase gold price movements:
1st. intermediate cycle price high $1,880.00 by August /2014
1st. price correction

$1,600.00 by October/2014

2nd. Intermediate cycle price high $2,550.00 by November/2015
2nd. price correction

$2,175.00 by December/2015

3rd. Intermediate cycle and 4th. long term cycle price high $3,300.00 by February/2017.
This 4th. long term gold price cycle high of $3,300 (U.S.) should be followed by the bear phase of the long term cycle to complete the 4th.
long term cycle. This bear phase could last approximately 15 months (May 2018) and move the price of gold down by as much as 35%
to $2,150.00 (U.S.).
From the 4th. term cycle low of $2,150.00 (U.S.), the final long term cycle bullish phase, completing the secular bull market, should last
approximately 3 years (May 2021) raising the gold price to approximately $5,300.00 (U.S.).
Now let me go through a similar exercise for the HUI Gold Bugs Stock Index.
I have shown that the 4th. term cycle high price for the HUI will reach $990.00
1st. intermediate cycle price high $365.00 by August 2014
1st. price correction------------------ $337.00 by October 2014
2nd. intermediate cycle price high $600.00 by November 2015
2nd. price correction-------------------$552.00 by December 2015
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3rd. intermediate cycle and 4th. long term cycle high $990.00 by February 2017.
This 4th. long term cycle high should be followed by the bear phase of the 4th. long term cycle. This bear phase be completed by May
2018 and reduce the price of the HUI by as much as 35% to $645.00.
From this 4th. long term cycle price low of $645.00, the final long term bullish phase, completing the secular bull market, should last 3
years to May 2021 and take the HUI to approximately $1,590.00.
Given all the evidence that I have detailed in the foregoing pages, I would think that it should be very difficult for anyone to refute that
financial markets are governed by cycles. As we have seen, cycles are regularly repeating events. Moreover, financial cycles, similar to
all cycles, are governed by natural law.
The two principal drivers of financial markets are money and crowd psychology. These two motivators are closely allied to one another.
Simply stated, more bulls equals more invested money; buying begets buying; more bears, equals less invested money; selling begets
selling. -”Mood Follows Price.”
Investment Psychology
At the end of a secular bear market the bearish crowd has sold out and abandoned the market. When the tide turns and a new secular
bull market begins, it only takes a modicum of buying to lift prices, because all the sellers have left the market. As the new secular bull
market gets underway, almost all investors are non-believers and hold very bearish views.
Rising prices, on the back of tepid buying and an absence of selling, are ignored by most investors who believe that they represent a
counter trend rally in an ongoing bear market. Any short time price correction to the upward price movement reinforces the perception that
the long term bear market still holds sway.
As prices continue to rise, occasionally offset by short term corrections, for the most part the investment crowd is not convinced. After
about a year of rising prices, the first intermediate price correction occurs resulting in a reasonably deep price retracement spread over
several weeks. This correction reinforces the bearish sentiment and encourages selling. Following this correction, the intermediate cycle
resumes its bullish trend, which gathers some new adherents to the bullish camp. This ongoing price advance attracts a slow but steady
stream of bullish investors, which contributes to a further increase in prices.
The intermediate advance is again halted by another price retracement lasting several weeks. This encourages a modicum of selling.
The third and final bullish intermediate advance in the initial long term cycle gets underway following the correction. This advance attracts
more bulls and earlier bulls add to their positions in the wake of a steady increase in prices only partially offset by short term corrections.
The short term cycle, the intermediate term cycle and the long term cycle bullish phase reach a price peak together, which is considerably
above the price at the beginning of the secular advance. The bearish phase of the long term cycle gets underway from this price peak,
with bearish short term and intermediate term cycles functioning within it.
The immediate reaction of investors is to reject the pull back in prices, suspecting that they are merely a correction in an ongoing long term
bull market, which after all has lasted upwards of two and a half years. They may, indeed, take advantage of lower prices to add to their
position. It is important to remind ourselves, that for most of us, our expectations for the future are based on our most recent experience.
Prices continue downwards, only offset by some very short term counter trend rallies. This brings us to one of the major difficulties encountered by the majority of investors, which is “when to sell?”
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In every long term bullish phase the majority of buying occurs towards the end. This means that once the bearish phase gets underway
many investors are soon experiencing a loss position. For most investors, there is nothing more difficult than taking a loss. They will rationalize that they will sell once the price returns to what they paid for the investment. If, by the off chance, the price does return to their
purchase price, these investors now convince themselves that they will hang on for a profit. If in the unlikely event, the position does
return to become profitable, they usually won’t sell, but will hang on for an even greater profit. Such a notion in the bearish phase of a
long term cycle will not work. Soon they are thrown back into a loss position and the whole process of rationalization begins again, while
losses mount.
For investors, who purchased at lower prices during the bullish phase of the long term cycle, these lower prices as the bearish phase
takes hold are viewed as ‘eating into their profits’. They determine to hold on to their investment until prices return to where they were at
the peak of the bullish phase of the long term cycle, which of course they don’t do until well into the bullish phase of the next long term
cycle.
The majority of selling during the bear phase of the long term cycle occurs near its conclusion as investors simply throw in the towel;
although some investors will hang on simply because they refuse to take a loss. These investors will eventually see their losses return to
profits during the next long term bullish phase.
This pattern of buying and a reluctance to sell continues through each subsequent long term cycle, except that each long term bullish
phase attracts an increasing number of investors to the bullish camp. By the time the final bullish phase is reached during the first half of
the 5th. long term cycle, all investors, who wish to be participants in the market are fully committed, and for the most part, they are using
maximum leverage (margin or options) to enhance their investment position. The final few months of this secular bull market are accompanied by a speculative frenzy and an orgy of buying.
The madness of crowds was very much in evidence in the final months of the secular stock bull market 1998-2000, when idiotic Dotcom
companies without a viable business plan issued initial public offerings which were snapped up by hordes of insatiable investors. Similarly,
as the gold secular bull market was drawing to a close in early 1980, in one of Canada’s prominent newspapers a picture spoke a thousand words. It showed a large queue of Canadians, on a cold snowy day, patiently waiting for the doors to open outside the main branch
of the Bank of Nova Scotia in downtown Toronto, so that they could buy gold at a record high price.
“Investors tend to buy near market peaks and sell near market lows because they are most aligned with the collective sentiment at
extremes. In financial markets, opinion convergence and sentiment extremes therefore tend not to presage trend continuation but rater
imminent reversal.” Alan Hall, The Socionominist, September 2011.
Investment crowd psychology in a long term cycle was succinctly summarized by Sir John Templeton in this way, “Bull markets are born on
pessimism, grow on skepticism, mature on optimism and die on euphoria.” We might add, long term bear markets are born on euphoria,
grow on skepticism, mature on pessimism and die on despair.
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Bullish Consensus.
Market Vane and other market analysts measure bullish and bearish consensus in a number of different markets. This is a valuable tool
for gauging investor sentiment, because we know that at extremely high prices investors are overwhelmingly bullish and at price extreme
lows they are predominantly in the bearish camp. We also know that at these price extremes investors are invariably in the wrong camp.
Most of us are most comfortable in being part of the crowd and doing what most investors are doing. That’s ok, that is, until virtually every
investor is either bullish or bearish. At this point, we can step back and take a contrary investment position. We can use tools like Market
Vane’s bullish consensus numbers to access when a contrary investment decision is warranted.
On the next page we show a chart depicting the final three and a half long term cycles contained within the secular gold price bear market
ending in 1999 and the secular bull market starting at that time showing three complete long term cycles and likely the start of the 4th. long
term cycle in late June 2013. Market Vane’s bullish consensus numbers for the price of gold are depicted below the price chart.
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One of the most important pieces of information that we are able to glean from the bullish consensus numbers is that the high bullish
numbers closely correspond with the high prices and the low bullish numbers occur at or close to price lows. This confirms the adage,
mood follows price.
The Gold price and Bullish Consensus levels attained during part of the secular bear market and the ongoing current secular
bull market.
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In this chart the median bullish consensus number is 58%. During the bearish phase of the secular market the consensus numbers for
the most part are below the median value, especially following the 4th. long term cycle price high in February 1996 at $415.00 (U.S.) per
ounce. Once the secular gold market turned bullish in July 1999 and after the double price bottom in 2001, the bullish consensus numbers
rapidly advanced above the median level and only strayed below that level when the long term cycle gold price was at or close to its lows.
The 37% bullish consensus number posted at the end of June is coincident with what is likely the 3rd. long term cycle price low of
$1,192.00 (U.S.) reached in late June 2013. The lowest consensus level recorded since 2001 when the price of gold was $256.00 per
ounce was 37%; it is considerably lower than 53%, which was the consensus level coincident with the 2nd. long term cycle bearish phase
low of $713.00 (U.S.) per ounce.
This is a similar chart but within a much shorter time frame. It portrays the intermediate gold price cycle operating within the 3rd. long term
gold price cycle. We have already reviewed this price chart (see Page 11).
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Once again we can see that the bullish consensus numbers closely mirror price. The intermediate cycle price highs (1,3 and 5) during the
bullish phase of the long term cycle are confirmed by consensus highs. The bearish intermediate phases (2 and 4) during the long term
cycle bullish phase are confirmed by low consensus percentages.
During the bearish phase of the long term cycle the consensus numbers replicate the three intermediate price moves (1, 2, and 3).
You can also view bullish consensus numbers for US Stock markets and I have shown these in previous writings. As of this writing these
numbers are close to all time highs.
Margin Debt
Another way of effectively tracking bullishness in U.S. stock markets is to review margin debt in conjunction with stock market prices. Margin debt measures the amount of additional money (borrowed) that is being put into the stock market. As such it measures the degree of
risk that investors are prepared to assume and in that way it is a measure of investor confidence. Like bullish consensus, extreme margin
debt levels, high or low, may be used as a contrary indicator.
This is a long term view and it shows how closely margin debt tracks the value of the stock market. What I find interesting is that margin
debt is relatively small during the spring stock bull market, which peaked in February 1966 with the DJIA at 995 points. I suspect that following the depression of the 1930s, which encompassed the bursting of a very large debt bubble, taking on debt not that long afterwards
was something most people avoided. During the long wave summer, when stock prices essentially meandered, ending summer about
25% lower than they had been at the end of spring, margin debt increased quite noticeably; probably due to a new investor generation
not being quite as frightened by debt as their predecessors had been.
Once the great autumn stock bull market got underway in August 1982, margin debt increased apace with the rising stock prices. In fact,
when the DJIA reached its peak of 11,750 points in January 2000, which amounted to a gain of better than 1,500%, margin debt had
grown from $10,950,000 (U.S.), at the onset of the bull market to $278,530,000 (U.S.) in January 2000 for a gain of better than 2,500%.
Following the January 2000 peak in stock prices, the normal winter stock bear market got underway and the DJIA fell to 7,286 points
amounting to a 38% decline by October 2002. At this point, the winter bear market was curtailed by central bank intervention and prices
rose into October 2007 with the DJIA reaching a record high level of 14,200 points. At the same time, margin debt also recorded a record
high of $381,370,000 (U.S.) which was 37% above the 2000 margin debt record. From October 2007 stock prices entered their second
winter bear market (forecast by me in my publication ‘This Is It’) and the DJIA fell by 54% into early March 2009; margin debt also fell by
55% during this time. Once again central bank intervention, which included a massive bailout of banks, re-ignited the stock market. Since
March 2009 the DJIA has recently reached a record high of 15,700 points; margin debt has also reached record levels. In September
2013 it amounted to $401,239,000 (U.S.). As a contrary indicator, this record margin debt level should be waving a red flag to the highly
motivated bullish crowd.
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Dow Jones Industrial Average and Margin Debt during the Long Wave Seasons
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Using Cycles to Make Informed Investment Decisions.
I have pinpointed three distinct cycles which are operating in conjunction within secular bull and bear markets. These are the short term
cycles evidenced by daily price action; intermediate cycles indicated by weekly prices and long term cycles measured by monthly prices.
The action of each of these cycles impact on investor moods.
Short term cycles, obviously, have the smallest impact on moods, because they move from low to high and back to low or high to low and
back to high in a relatively short time span and the price variations are generally mild.
Intermediate cycles have a significantly greater impact on investor moods than do short term cycles, because they last longer and the
variation in price between highs and lows and lows and highs can be quite large.
Long term cycles have the most meaningful impact on investor confidence, because as we have demonstrated, the bullish phase can last
as much as three years during a secular bull market and the bearish phase up to two years. During secular bear markets the reverse is
true; the long term cycle bear phase usually lasts considerably longer than the bullish phase.
Considering the evidence that I have presented, it really doesn’t make sense to be invested on the long side during secular bear markets,
even if you do believe that you can catch the long term cycle upswings. On the other hand, going long during secular bull markets can
reap substantial capital gains. For example, U.S. stocks began the long wave spring secular bull market in June 1949 with the DJIA priced
at 161 points and ended that secular bull market in February 1966 with the DJIA reaching a high of 995 points; that amounts to a 618%
gain. The price of gold started the long wave summer secular bull market in 1966 at $35.00 (U.S.) per ounce and ended the bull market at
the end of summer in January 1980 at a price high of $850.00 (U.S.) per ounce; that’s a secular bull market gain of 2,428%. U.S. stocks
began their autumn secular bull market with the DJIA at 777 points in August 1982 and ended that bull market in January 2000 with the
DJIA reaching 11,750 points for a gain of 1,500%. The price of gold began its winter secular bull market following its autumn secular bear
market in July 1999 with gold priced at $251.00 (U.S.) per ounce. The 3rd. long term cycle price peak reached $1,920.00 (U.S.) per ounce
in September 2011, which, at that time, amounted to a gain of 765%.
We could do better than simply buying into a secular bull market and staying with it until the end. We could buy at the beginning of each
long term cycle bullish phase, selling at the end of the bullish phase and sitting out the long term cycle bearish phase. Better still, we could
buy the intermediate low at the onset of the long term cycle low, sell at the intermediate price high, buy back at the intermediate counter
trend (2) price low, sell again at the intermediate wave 3 price peak, and buy back at the counter trend (4) price low and sell at the peak
of wave 5, which corresponds to the price peak of the bullish phase of the long term cycle.
Truly adroit traders may wish to buy and sell using short term cycles. I will, however, confine my trading to the intermediate cycle.
So how do we do this? For a start, it is essential that we recognize whether we are in a secular bull or bear market; we only want to be
invested in a secular bull market. At this time, in the long wave winter, only gold and gold stocks are in true secular bull markets; the stock
market, real estate, commodities, and interest rates are in central bank, particularly Federal Reserve, induced bull markets which cannot
be sustained.
The secular bull market for gold commenced from the secular bear market price of $253.00 (U.S.) in July 1999. The secular bull market
for gold stocks (The HUI) started from the secular bear market low price of $35.31 in May 2000. The 3rd. long term cycle for both the gold
price and the price of gold stocks followed each other; the cycle began in October 2008, the bullish phase peaked in September 2011
and the cycle ended, or at least I think it ended, in late June 2013. The 4th. long term cycle for gold and gold stocks both started from this
date in late June 2013.
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Thus, gold and gold stocks have just started their 4th. long term cycle bullish, which should entail upwards of 3 years and as we have
projected, catapult the price of gold to $3,300 (U.S.) per ounce and the HUI to 990 points.
I have already outlined how gold and the HUI will reach these price objectives following 5 price waves (1 up, 2 down, 3 up, 4 down and 5
up). However, there are several tools that we can employ to determine whether price is following the projected pattern.
1. Time. How long has the particular intermediate price leg been operating? We have detailed some fairly specific time frames for the
intermediate price waves for both gold and the HUI.
2. Bullish Consensus Numbers. Once Market Vane’s bullish consensus numbers reach above 80%, coincident with intermediate price
action, this should act as a caution that perhaps a price high is approaching. Moving into the 60s or 50s is an indication that intermediate
price retracements are close to ending.
3. For the stock markets, margin debt, like bullish consensus can be used as a valuable contrary indicator. At this time margin debt at
record highs is signaling a very bearish warning.
4. Chatter. Are the subjects of our investments receiving an inordinate number of references in the media? Are they subjects of chatter
around the office water cooler or at cocktail parties? At very low prices is the chatter constantly negative and predicting even lower prices.
At very high prices is it constantly bullish and frequently promising even higher prices in the future. We are contrarians.
5. Overbought/Oversold Oscillators. I use MACD and Relative Strength Index (RSI). If we are trading the intermediate moves we use
an intermediate chart showing whatever oscillators we are using to measure overbought/oversold. Remember these oscillators can stay
overbought or oversold for long periods. Daily price oscillators may be used as a warning that prices might be at a point of changing for
better or for worse.
6. Price Chart, this can provide clues as to whether prices are topping or bottoming. As an example, if prices have been rising or falling
steadily for several weeks and then start to level off, that may be an indication that the price trend is about to change. Daily charts may
provide indication of possible trend change, although I usually wait until the intermediate price chart confirms this.
One of the most reliable indicators of a change in the price trend is a Key Point Reversal. A key point reversal top/high is made when a
price makes a new high but closes below the closing price of the previous price bar. A key point reversal bottom/low is signaled when the
price makes a new low and closes above the closing price of the previous bar. This is shown in the schematic on the next page.
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The most important key point reversals occur in monthly or long term charts, because they generally indicate a reversal in the long term
trend. This is exemplified in the HUI and gold price monthly price charts, shown earlier; in these two examples, alone, every long term
cycle bullish phase ended with a key point reversal high. The start of both the HUI and Gold price 2nd. long term cycle was signaled by
a Key Point Reversal Low. I am sorry to say that I missed all these monthly key point reversal signals. I just was not paying attention to
the charts. It won’t happen again.
Key point reversals are also evident in intermediate and short term charts, indicating a change in price trend in these cycles, too.
Not all reversals in trend are indicated by key point reversals, but when they do occur they are extremely reliable.
As I have written, financial cycles are driven by money and collective confidence. Since 2000 and perhaps even before then, all financial
cycles have been corrupted by an infusion of money courtesy of central banks and in particular the U.S. Federal Reserve. Presently,
the Federal Reserve is feeding $1 trillion (U.S.) a year into the principal U.S. banks via a quantitative easing monetary policy. The ease in
which this can be done is attributable to a fiat paper currency system, which is not honest money and contrary to natural law. This money
has no value, except that which is mandated by government. Indeed it is backed almost entirely by debt. It is created by the Federal Reserve, which has been granted a special and exclusive privilege to create money out of thin air.
Although the cycles have been corrupted by central bank money printing and it is likely that this has delayed the onset of the 4th. long term
cycle in precious metals and precious metals stocks, this delay is only temporary. Economic cycles are natural events. Since investment
cycles are driven by money it is possible for central banks, particularly during a fiat money era, to influence the normal course of investment cycles. That influence can only be temporary and when the cycle reverts to its normal course, the amount that prices were influenced
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by central bank money will be added to the intended bullish or bearish cycle phase. In this case, we should expect that stock prices will
be subjected to huge losses, whereas precious metals and precious metals share prices should experience very large price gains.
For precious metals adherents, I would say “do not give up, the time for the long term cycle bullish phase to revert to its natural state is
almost at hand.”
This is part of a two part series that Ian has written on market cycles; the second part, which relates to monetary and economic cycles,
will be published next week.
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